
Class Supply List for Twisted Heart  (36” x 36”)
Instructor:  Mary Stipanovich
Date:  Jan. 24, 2022 and Jan. 25 if needed.

Let’s Twist and use the Lil Twister Tool and some 5” squares and borders to make a
“Twisted Heart”, a  pattern from Marsha Bergren.

Fabric:
34 - 5” squares of various colors of pinks and red
(or ⅙ yard of  5 di�erent shades of pinks and red or 5 fat quarters )
Background fabric - white - 1 yard
Inner Border and Cornerstones - ⅓ yard
Outer Border - ½ yard
Backing Fabric - 1-¼ yard
Binding Fabric - ½ yard

Other Supplies:
Lil Twister tool - for 5” squares -  can’t make it without this tool  - Debbie will order
1 yard of Batting
Rotary Cutter with sharp blade
Cutting Mat - a rotating cutting mat is useful
Rulers - 24” and a 6” or larger square ruler
Thread - Aurifil 50wt 2 ply thread for piecing
Needle - 80/12 microtex sharp or universal
Pins - use fine quilting glass head pins from Dritz or Clover
Mary Ellen’s Best Press - starch and sizing alternative
‘Let’s Twist . . .  Again’, a  book that o�ers tips and instructions and 12 patterns
Twistersistersdesign.com - (The book is not necessary but very helpful to have).

Class registration policy: All classes must be paid for at the time of registration.
If a class is cancelled due to a lack of minimum enrollment, the class fee will be
refunded.  Any cancellation must be made at least 72 hours in advance to receive a
refund.  Teachers need time to prepare class handouts and supplies.  Please
register early as possible to ensure your place and to avoid disappointment.
Please have working knowledge of your machine as the educator will not
have time to instruct on the use of your machine
Thank you for your interest in this class, and please contact me if you have any
questions.  Mary S.  850-545-2586 or sydais214@gmail.com
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